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Journalist talks
on drug costs
Former editor visits
hospital to discuss
pharmaceuticals
Chelsea Hadaway
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

In 2002, pharmaceutical
companies made almost six
times the profit of other
companies on the Fortune
500 list. And it’s consumers
who are paying twice for
their profits, Marcia Angell
said Friday morning.
Angell, former editor in
chief of the New England
Journal of Medicine, is
currently a senior lecturer
at Harvard University and
has written several books on
drug companies.
She spoke to USC
st udents and doctors at
Palmetto Health Richland
Friday in a lecture entitled
“The Truth about the Drug
Companies.”
“W hy do prescription
drugs cost so much?” Angell
asked. “Because they can get
away with it.”
The big pharmaceutical
companies, such as Pfizer
and Merck, claim the high
costs are to cover research
and development of new
dr ugs, A ngell said. But

there are several holes in
their argument that can be
deconstructed and show
that the facts do not back
up this claim, she said.
I n 20 02 , U. S . d r u g
c o m p a n ie s s p e nt $ 67
billion on marketing and
administration, compared to
$30 billion spent on research
and development. The U.S.
market is highly profitable
for dr ug companies,
domestic and foreign, and
companies want to target
potential consumers, Angell
said.
“America is the biggest
profit center because it’s
the only advanced country
that does not regulate prices
in some way,” Angell said.
“Prices are double what they
are in other countries.”
Another belief that drug
c omp a n ie s h ave lu l le d
people into thinking is that
all the new drugs that come
onto the market are better
than the already existing
drugs, but that’s just not
true, Angell said.
“Nearly 80 percent of
new drugs were deemed to
have no improvement over
already existing drugs,”
Angell said.
Dr ug companies only
have to compare new drugs
DRUGS ● 3

Resume building
requires honesty
Survey shows employers
practice zero-tolerance
policy when hiring
Gina Vasselli
STAFF WRITER

Students should think
t wice about giving
themselves an Ivy League
education on their resume.
Fift y-seven percent of
managers have caught a lie
on a resume, according to
a recent Careerbuilder.com
survey, and 93 percent of
managers said they did not
hire the candidate who lied.
The most common lie,
ac cord i ng to t he sa me
survey, was changing the
dates of employ ment to
cover up gaps in employment
history.
Vicki Hamby, a Career

Center cou n selor, sa id
students often lie without
meaning to. She said many
st udents t hink work ing
three summers in a row
at the same job means you
have worked there for three
years, but that is not the
case.
“Overall just be true to
what you’ve actually done
for the amount of time you
did it, and then put it in a
positive light,” Hamby said.
The other most common
lies were lying about past
employ ment , ac adem ic
degrees, technical sk ills
a nd cer t if ic at ions, a nd
accomplishments, according
to the survey.
Sandy Tomes, a Career
Center counselor, said lies
about academic degrees
often come from beginning
working toward a degree
RESUME ● 3

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Forgot about elections Tuesday? Don’t know
Andre Bauer from Robert Barber? Don’t worry:
Here’s your election guide to all the hot races
in South Carolina.
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Amendment targets gay marriage
Proposed legislation could deny same-sex couples right to civil unions, legal wedlock
Drew Brooks
STAFF WRITER
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This election day, South
Carolinians will have the
opportunity to vote in regards

to several amendments on
this year’s ballots.
O f t he f i v e p r o p o s e d
amendments, which include
proposed rest rict ions on
eminent domain and a limit

on property tax increases,
none have been more talked
about than Amendment 1.
If passed, A mend ment
1 would “prov ide t hat in
this State and its political

Amendment 1:

The Mix tunes into SGTV’s
“The Cock Block.”
Sports
The Gamecocks drop
a close one
to Arkansas.

10

5
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“This amendment provides that the institution of marriage in South
Carolina consists only of the union between one man and one woman.
No other domestic union is valid and legal. The State and its political
subdivisions are prohibited from creating or recognizing any right or
claim respecting any other domestic union, whatever it may be called,
or from giving eﬀect to any such right or beneﬁt recognized in any
other state or jurisdiction.
“However, this amendment also makes clear it does not impair rights
or beneﬁts extended by this State, or its political subdivisions not
arising from other domestic unions, nor does the amendment prohibit
private parties from entering into contracts or other legal instruments.”

subdiv isions, a marriage
between one man and one
woman is the only lawful
domestic union that shall be
valid or recognized.”
This means that not only
marriage, but civil unions
as well would be denied to
same-sex couples.
It’s an amendment that
wou ld “relegate gay a nd
lesbian South Carolinians
— and their children — to
second-class citizenship,”
ac c ord i ng to t he S out h
Carolina Equality Coalition
Web site w w w.scequalit y.
org.
However, the Palmetto
Family Council, the South
Carolina affiliate of Focus
on the Family in favor of the
amendment, contends that
it is best for the children of
S.C.
LAW ● 2
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ATLATL BE THE DAY

at

USC

TODAY
Frater nit y Council
Meeting:
4 p.m. Russell House
315
The Late Night Carolina
Show:
5 p.m. RH 304
Carolina Service Council
General Member Meeting:
6 p.m. R H Senate
Chambers
Academic Team Practice:
7 p.m. RH 309
BGLSA:
8 p.m. Gambrell 151
TUESDAY
Board of Student
Publications and
Communications:
3:30 p.m. RH 201
Freshman Council
Meeting:
5 p.m. RH 315
RHA Senate Meeting:
7 p.m. R H Senate
Chambers
WEDNESDAY
Young Democrats:
7:30 p.m. Gambrell 151
Indian Cultural Exchange
General Body Meeting:
8 p.m. RH 315
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SPRTM to play host
to 10th conference

THIS WEEK

TODAY

High
Low

BRIEF

T he d e p a r t me nt of
sport and entertainment
ma nagement w il l play
host to the 10th annual
I nter nat iona l Spor t
and Entertainment
Management Conference
We d n e s d a y t h r o u g h
Saturday.
T he c on f ere nc e , t o
be held at the Columbia
Metropolitan Convention
Center, brings together
present and future leaders
of sport and entertainment
and teachers.
The conference aims
to help part icipants in
“getting the information
you need to succeed,” the
theme, through exploring
research opport unities
t h at lead to ad va nce s
wit hin t he indust r y of
sport, entertainment or
venue management.
For more information,
visit w w w.ICSEB.com,
e-mail uscsportbiz@
g w m.sc.edu, or call
803-777-4690.

Weather Forecast

Meg Gaillard / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Adjunct professor and Ph.D. student Chris Judge holds an atlatl at the 19th annual
Archaeology Field. Anthropology students and faculty members attended the event.

State

Nation

World

Murder suspect found
on Georgia highway

National Mall makes
room for King tribute

President, wife targets
of removal campaign

A man suspected in a triple
hom ic ide — t he second
in the Columbia area in a
week — has been arrested
on a highway in Georgia,
R ichland Count y Sherif f
Leon Lott said Saturday.
William Harold Jenkins
Jr., 57, i s c h a rg e d w it h
mu rder i n t he sho ot i ng
deaths at an apartment near
Fort Jackson, Lott said.
Jenk ins t urned himself
i n a b o u t 3 : 45 p . m . t o
authorities in Georgia less
than two hours after Lott
held a ne w s c on f ere nc e
about a nationwide search.
Jen k i ns cal led t he Cobb
County Sheriff’s Office, said
he was wanted and waited
on the side of a road to be
picked up, Lott said.
Jen k i ns had l ived at
t he apart ment where t he
bodies were fou nd about
t wo mont hs. H is pick up
t r uc k wa s reg i stered i n
Tennessee.
The v ic t i ms, t wo men
and one woman, were found
Friday night when police
went to the apartment in
response to a request to
check on the people living
there, Lott said.

On a hot August afternoon
in 1963, Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. delivered his “I Have
a Dream” speech to a mostly
black audience from the steps
of the Lincoln Memorial.
On Nov. 13, a half-mile
f r o m L i n c o l n’s i c o n i c
statue, a diverse group of
celebrities, corporate leaders
and ordinary Americans will
help turn the first shovels of
dirt for a memorial honoring
the civil rights leader who
was slain 38 years ago. It will
be the first monument to an
A frican A merican on the
National Mall.
“He’s an American hero,
and beyond that he’s a hero
for all sorts of people,” said
poet a nd novel i s t M ay a
Angelou, who is scheduled
to joi n O pr a h W i n f re y
and others who have been
work i n g f or mor e t h a n
a decade to help build the
monument.
Following the deaths of
Coretta Scott King and civil
rights pioneer Rosa Parks,
who died in October 2005,
efforts to raise the necessary
$100 million to build and
m a i nt a i n t he f ou r - a c r e
memorial accelerated.

TAIPEI, Taiwan — Taiwan’s
president refused to resign
on Su nday a nd den ied
allegations that he and his
wife had embezzled public
money. But the opposition
did not buy his defense and
prepared to launch a new
campaign to remove him
from office.
President Chen Shui-bian’s
com ment s were h is f irst
since prosecutors indicted
f i r st lady Wu Shu- chen
on embezzlement, forgery
a nd p er ju r y c h a rge s on
Fr iday. She was acc used
of taking $450,000 from a
special diplomacy fund in
2002-2006.
Prosecutors said Chen
could be implicated in the
case, but he cannot be indicted
as a sitting president.
The graft allegations have
re-energized an opposition
campaign to topple Chen,
who has served for six rocky
years and has 18 months left
in his term. Thousands of
protesters marched in the
st reet s t h i s weekend i n
Taiwan’s two biggest cities.
They honked air horns and
carried signs reading, “End
Corruption.”

THURSDAY, NOV. 2
Simple possession of
marijuana, 10:26 p.m.
Colonial Center,
801 Lincoln St.
Police reported Robert
C h r i s t e n s e n , 34 , a nd
Preston Dewyea, 40, were
arrested and jailed for
smoking marijuana.
Responding offi cer:
J.M. Harrelson

Public disorderly
conduct, 10:28 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
520 Lincoln St.
Police reported Michael
Austen, 42, was arrested
for staggering through
the roadway, smelling of
alcohol, and banging and
yelling at the back door to
the house.
Responding offi cer:
S. Wilcox

LAW ● Continued from 1

fronts.”
In addition to violating
the equal protection clause
of the 14th amendment,
Gray said the proposed
amendment “blurs t he
line between church and
state.”
Yet , w it h a l l of t he
debate, the amendment
would not actually change
state law.
The Sout h Carolina
Code of Laws al ready
specif ies t hat a ma n
ca n not mar r y a not her
man and a woman cannot
marry another woman.
However, laws against
same-sex marriage have
been struck down, most
recently in New Jersey.
The SCEC calls
t h is “con st it ut ion a l ly
sanctioned discrimination
and inequality.”
Many contend that the
prop o s e d a me nd me nt
would not only put the
state, as Fulkerson said,
“at t he foref ront of
backwards thinking,” but
would harm the economy
as well.
Tourism is S.C.’s largest
industry, accounting for
10 percent of a l l jobs
and almost $10 billion in
revenue in 2003, according
to the S.C. Department
of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism.
Fu l ker son sa id S.C .
wou ld “ b e pa i nted a s
a bigoted state that will
inf luence many people’s
decisions to v isit” and
added t hat cu rrent
resident s, i nclud i ng
students, “may chose to
leave the state to gain the
rights provided in another
state.”
BGLSA has more
than 75 active members
at USC, according to its
Web site.
Twenty states already
have const it ut ional
a me nd me nt s b a n n i n g
same-sex marriage. Eight
more, including Sout h
Carolina, have the issue
on the ballot this Election
Day.
On ly Con nect ic ut ,
Massachuset t s, New
Je r s e y, Ne w M e x i c o ,
New York a nd R hode
Island do not ban samesex marriages, whether
through the state
constitution or by existing
legislation.

According to t he
group’s Web site wwww.
p a l m e t t o f a m i l y. o r g ,
“the idea that marriage
was created to oppress
and discriminate
against homosexuals is
preposterous. Marriage
is about joining the sexes.
Marriage is t he u n ion
of one ma n a nd one
woman, which is the best
foundation for children.”
The Palmetto Family
Council states there is
only one problem with
the amendment.
“A consequence of the
South Carolina Marriage
A mendment is to send
a posit ive me s sage to
ou r c h i ld r e n t h at we
believe this is the best
ar ra ngement for t heir
well-being,” the group’s
Web site said. “Traditional
marriage prov ides t he
most stable and nurturing
env i ron ment for t he
raising and education of
children.”
Ju s t i n Fu l k er s on , a
third-year nursing student
a n d p r e s i d e nt o f t h e
Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian
and Straight Alliance, said
the amendment amounted
to “a message of hate, pure
and simple.”
Fulkerson added that
everyone, at some point,
has met a gay person.
“Each day, you pass us
and may even be friends
with us,” Fulkerson said.
“Regardless of how one
becomes or is born gay,
t he fact of t he mat ter
is, we exist, and as such
deserve to be recognized
as equal citizens.”
S.C. ranks fourt h in
the nation for same-sex
couples raising children,
w it h one out of t h ree
lesbian couples and one
out of e ver y f i ve g ay
couples, according to the
SCEC.
Those same statistics say
that, 6 percent or 250,000
Sout h Carolinians are
homosexual.
“We shall initiate all
necessary preparations to
defend the Constitution
against the violation of
that mandate should South
Carolina’s Amendment 1
pass,” said Kevin Gray,
president of the American
Civ il Liber t ies Un ion
of S.C. “The ACLU of
South Carolina opposes
A mendment 1 on many

Comments on this story? Email gamecocknews@gwm.

www.
dailygamecock

.com
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to placebos, meaning they
don’t have to prove the drug
is better than other drugs that
treat the same condition.
The majority of drugs that
come onto the market are not
even new drugs, Angell said.
They are just a combination
of existing drugs or are older
drugs with a new patent.
In 2002, there were 78 new
drug approvals in the U.S.
Out of those 78, only seven
were new molecular entities
that were an improvement
over existing drugs and none
were made by major U.S.
companies.
In the year that U.S. drug
companies spent $30 billion
on research and development
of new drugs, no improved
new drugs were produced,
Angell said.
I n addit ion to t h is
discouraging fact, A ngell
said, the majority of research
done to develop new drugs
is performed by universities
RESUME ● Continued from 1
and counting that as holding
that degree.
Tomes said most of the time
people start working towards
a Ph.D. but stop before they
do their dissertation will say
“Ph.D.” on their resume.
St udents often conf use
“padding” a resume with
lying, Hamby said.
“ S o m e t i m e s s t u d e nt s
exaggerate,” Hamby said.
“It’s not that they mean to
lie, but they’ll say something
like ‘supervised up to four
people,’ when in reality they
were not a supervisor of any
kind.”
The difference between
lying and padding is very
subtle, Hamby said.
If an applicant’s resume says
“organized a filing cabinet,”
they might be encouraged

3

and colleges. The National
Institutes of Health, part
of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services,
funds most of the research by
giving grants to schools or
doing the research in their
own labs.
“Taxpayers essentially pay
for the drugs twice, for the
research and at the counter,”
Angell said. Drug companies
are padding t he price of
the drugs to cover the high
research costs, but taxpayers
are also paying the federal
government to do research.
A ngell also called into
question the practices of
the drug companies related
to t heir interact ion wit h
physicians, citing many of
the practices as unethical.
Pharmaceutical companies
pay for g i f t s a nd mea l s
to doctors in the hopes of
getting doctors to prescribe
t heir dr ugs, A ngell said.
The gifts get more lavish as
doctors get older, such as all
expenses paid golf trips to

Hawaii.
A nd what t he dr ug
comp a n ie s a re doi n g i s
paying off. Drug companies
have access to the prescribing
habits of doctors, so they
can see how much a doctor
pre s c r ib ed a f ter a sa le s
representative visited, Angell
sa id. Su r ve y s show t hat
doctors are influenced, she
said.
Angell called on physicians
to be conscious of free gifts
and urged doctors not to
accept them.
College students are not
isolated from what goes on
with drug companies, Angell
said.
“You’re big customers,”
she said. College students pay
plenty of money for drugs.
She urged students to “be
more skeptical about direct
to consumer ads,” which the
companies spend $5 billion a
year on.

to “pad” that statement by
say i ng t hey “redesig ned
the office filing system to
improve office efficiency,”
Hamby said.
However t hey wou ld
be lying if they said their
reorganizat ion improved
efficiency by 35 percent when
they had no basis for that
percentage, or if they said
they served as a filing system
specialist, Hamby said.
Resume counselors
encourage students to pad
their resume by think ing
about what they have learned
in a job.
Tomes used the example of
working as a cashier in which
someone would most likely
learn about customer service
or how to be dependable.
“Think about what skills
you learned that will transfer
to another job, and use action

words and phrases to describe
that,” Tomes said.
Tome s a l s o s a id on a
resume you are not required
to put all of your employment
history.
“ You ca n ju st put a ny
related experience you have,”
Tomes said.
However on an application
t hey of ten ask for an
employment history, which
means all of it, Tomes said.
Many employers have a
zero-tolerance policy when
it comes to catching a lie on
a resume.
Jim Walser of the Charlotte
Observer, said they do not
tolerate any resume lie.
“I f you l ied, t hat ’s a n
extreme problem,” Walser
said.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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the office filing system to
improve office efficiency,”
Hamby said.
However t hey wou ld
be lying if they said their
reorganizat ion improved
efficiency by 35 percent when
they had no basis for that
percentage, or if they said
they served as a filing system
specialist, Hamby said.
Resume counselors
encourage students to pad
their resume by think ing
about what they have learned
in a job.
Tomes used the example of
working as a cashier in which
someone would most likely
learn about customer service
or how to be dependable.
“Think about what skills
you learned that will transfer
to another job, and use action

words and phrases to describe
that,” Tomes said.
Tome s a l s o s a id on a
resume you are not required
to put all of your employment
history.
“ You ca n ju st put a ny
related experience you have,”
Tomes said.
However on an application
t hey of ten ask for an
employment history, which
means all of it, Tomes said.
Many employers have a
zero-tolerance policy when
it comes to catching a lie on
a resume.
Jim Walser of the Charlotte
Observer, said they do not
tolerate any resume lie.
“I f you l ied, t hat ’s a n
extreme problem,” Walser
said.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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IN OUR OPINION

Presidential or not,
STONES FROM GLASS HOUSES
mid-term vote crucial Citizens have responsibility to protect
If you look on newsstands Tuesday, you won’t find a
new issue of The Daily Gamecock anywhere.
We’ll be voting — and if you’re staring at newsstands
instead of pulling a lever in your precinct, you’re not
spending your free time wisely.
Tuesday’s elections are about as big as you can
get for a non-presidential ballot. The House and
Senate are up for grabs, gay marriage is on the hot
seat, and S.C. could end up with a new governor and
superintendent of education.
Some would contend
Your vote counts. that our representatives
a nd senators have
Remember 2000 and more i nf luence over
countr y than the
a certain citrus-loving the
president, adding more
Southern state? fuel to these mid-term
elections. Democrat or
Republican, Green or
Socialist, it’s your duty to fill these seats with people
you trust — and you can’t do that while catching up
on your homework.
Students have to vote in their registered precincts,
and while it’s too late to send in absentee ballots,
anyone with a car and a two-hour-or-less drive home
should take a mid-week road trip to vote. Even then,
voting doesn’t take too long, especially if you go early.
There’s still plenty of time to work on that English
paper.
Your vote counts. Remember 2000 and a certain
citrus-loving state?
Today’s Viewpoints page reflects probably the most
divisive issue on this year’s docket: gay marriage.
We give our columnists free reign to write about
anything under the sun, and the two writers featured
today talk about Amendment One.
It’s not hard to see what the biggest issue for students
is, and the college demographic can potentially sway
this issue one way or another unlike any hotbed issue
before it. We shouldn’t squander our power.
To quote P. Diddy, vote or die. There’s no third
option.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu
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Passion, power of vote
necessary in perserving
personal, natural rights
Tu e s d a y ’s m id - t e r m
elec t ion w i l l not on ly
determine South Carolina’s
elected officials, but also
the future of gay marriage
in this state. S.C. voters will
be making a decision on
Amendment 1. Amendment
1 will eliminate common
law marriage in S.C. and
define marriage as a union
between one man and one
woman.
Proponents of
A mendment 1 have
stated that outlawing gay
marriage is a moral issue,
and I agree.
W het her it is mor a l
to prohibit one’s right to
marriage is exactly what is
in question Tuesday.
Is it moral to deny more
than 250,000 residents of
this state the 1,100 civil
r ight s t hat accompa ny
marriage?
According to the
South Carolina Equality
Coalition, only 6 percent
of S.C. residents are gay,
which means that most of
the people voting on this
issue will not be directly
affected by it. However, it

is st i l l ou r
responsibilit y as
A merica ns
to make this
decision.
Throughout
BRANDT
A merican
BOIDY
h istor y t he
Fourth-year
majority
education
has held
student
the responsibility of protecting the
r ights of t he m i norit y.
There comes a time when
a portion of the majority
combined with the minority
has the ability to make some
change.
It is my hope that we can
bring that change Tuesday.
Those against gay marriage
are passionate about their
beliefs and feel they have
every right to discriminate
against the gay community.
It is time that those of us
in favor of protecting the
rights of others stand up
and voice our opinion with
that same passion.
About 1,100 civil rights
are in jeopardy Tuesday.
These rights include the
right to inherit a spouse’s
estate, the right to family
leave from an employer to
care for one’s spouse and
t he right to coordinate
burial arrangements after

the death of one’s spouse.
Amendment 1 will outlaw
the right to receive family
insurance rates, the right
to confidentiality in court
cases against a spouse and
the right to public assistance
benefits.
The sanctity of marriage
is in jeopardy Tuesday. An
entire group of Americans
who want nothing more
than the ability to marry
might possibly lose that
right.
These Americans could
have given up a long time
ago but desire the ability
to marry so much that they
are still fighting today.
A me nd me nt 1 lo ok s
to uphold the sanctity of
marriage by denying some
the right to obtain it.
Limiting the rights of
the gay community will do
nothing on their impact to
society.
T he g ay com mu n it y
is ver y much a par t of
American society, and they
are not going anywhere.
They are members of our
workforce, our government,
ou r m i l it a r y ; t he y a re
citizens.
Tuesday, whatever your
opinion, I hope that you
voic e it t h r ou g h y ou r
constitutional right to vote.

IN YOUR OPINION
Northerners should
accept ma’ams, sirs

Childish cheers need
witty replacements

Lindsey Dennerlein,
i n he r Fr id a y a r t i c le
( “ M a’a m s , s i r s a d d
on ly ‘cher r y on top’”)
condemning the use of
ma’am and sir, forgets
that age is not the proper
g auge for u si ng t hese
words.
The usage of ma’am
and sir is wholly
situational. If a service
is being provided to you
by another, then ma’am
or sir are always used as
a matter of gratitude and
respect, no matter their
age or social standing.
Dennerlein must
understand t hat in t he
South, ma’am and sir are
viewed as necessary tools,
and t hat t heir absence
could lead some to think
she has no manners.
Instead of complaining
about this, Dennerlein
needs to accept the fact
t hat t his is how we do
things in the South. If
she doesn’t like it, she
can return to the North,
where she will have no
qualms about refusing to
say ma’am or sir.

Yes, we st udents are
a lively bunch. We like
to have a good time and
we love our Gamecock
football. W hen t hings
on the field take a turn
for the worse, we should
have some ef fect ive
way of expressing
ou r d ispleasu re. But
at t h is st age, a l l we
— t he rough ly 27,0 0 0
USC st udent s here i n
Columbia — have come
up with is hurling bottles
and cups, along with the
ever-popu la r cha nt of
“Bullsh--t!”
I have to believe that
most of ou r st udent
body feels that throwing
bottles and cups onto the
football field after a bad
call is never acceptable
a nd a lway s ch i ld ish.
Indeed, between “Bullsh-t!” and “Game...Cocks,”
I do sometimes worry that
we’re limiting ourselves
by only exploring dualsyllabic cheers.
I t hink we can do
better.
Here’s how: The week
before each USC home
football game, The Daily
Gamecock could accept
submissions for chants
specific to our opponent.
These could be digs at our

Jarrett Calder
Fourth-year political
science student

foe’s coach, their mascot,
their home state or their
star players. A ny t hing
goes.
The Daily Gamecock
could choose a few
p a r t ic u l a rl y a mu s i n g
cheers and print t hem
in Friday’s paper (maybe
they’d even give a prize
to the winning writers).
Student Government,
which actually already has
a position for Secretary
of Athletics, could also
distribute the cheers to
st udent s as t hey enter
the game. If we’re lucky,
we might even get that
endea r i ngly a n noy i ng
b a ld g u y t o le a d o u r
cheers.
This is only one idea,
but I hope it contributes
to a debate that we USC
fans desperately need. In
the face of inexcusable
conduct by our peers, we
all need to stop simply
s h a k i n g ou r he ad s i n
dismay.
We t r ue USC
supporters need to take
back our stands. We need
to be proactive in fi nding
a solution to a problem
that reflects poorly on us
all.

Thomas J. G. Scott
Fifth-year development
studies student

Everyone, whether they
ag ree w it h gay marriage
or not, should vote NO on
Amendment 1 Tuesday.
Amendment 1 calls for a
change to be
m ade t o t he
South Carolina
Const it ut ion
def i n i ng
marriage as a
union between
a man and
TECLA
a woman.
MARKOSKY
Basically, the
Third-year
forces behind
public
A mend ment
relations
student
1 want to
pre-empt
courts from determining
t he con st it ut ion a l it y of
gay marriage. They don’t
want another “New Jersey”
incident.
W hether marriage
should be bet ween a man
and a woman or a woman
a nd a wom a n or a m a n
and an oak tree is not the
issue. We cannot amend our
constitution out of fright.
The constitution of any
state is reser ved only for
the most important stuff.
Marriage is very important,
but should not be defined
— in any form — in our
Const it ut ion, nor in our
courts.
Wouldn’t it be better for
the governmental body most
responsive to t he people
— i.e. the legislature — to
respond to this issue?
Marriage is not a right.
Marriage is a status conferred
upon couples by the state.
The defi nition of marriage,
its rights and its protections,
should be determined by the
same folks who set speed
limits, restrictions on liquor
sales and the hours of the
DMV — us, via those we
elect to the state house.
The issue of sa me-sex
marriage pivots on privacy.
In social and legal contexts,
pr ivac y mu st b e v ie wed
as a value that changes as
society attempts to balance
the rights of individuals with
the greater society’s values,
norms and customs.
If we decide to amend our
state’s constitution, we’ve
decided that today’s views
on same-sex marriage will
never — and should never —
change. We’re also avoiding
t he interpretat ion of t he
issue by the judicial branch
that completely impedes the
design of our government. Is
that what we really want?
I’m sick of the misguided
mudslinging bet ween the
t wo sides. By vot ing NO
Tuesday, you’re protecting
the process of law as it was
originally designed. Don’t
bastardize our process of
law.
Whether gay marriage is
the right choice for S.C., I
can’t say. But if gay marriage
is vehemently opposed in
S.C., let the Legislature say so
and make laws accordingly.
Sa me - sex m a r r iage i n
S.C. is a statutory question
a nd not a const it ut ional
or judicial one. The laws
governing marriage should
reflect the values and views
of the people in our state
and be determined by the
most flexible — and reflexive
— body of government.

“We think in generalities, but we live in detail.”
— Alfred North Whitehead, mathematician
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In a scene from his new movie, Borat Sagdiyev, played by Sacha Baron Cohen, celebrates his planned visit to America with his neighbors in his home country of Kazakhstan.

Borat: misogynist, racist, sexist, brilliant
Cohen’s character uses a ‘bushy mustache and an earnest smile’ to explore American culture with critical humor
Thomas Maluck
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

★★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
A f u n ny-lo ok i ng foreig ner
with a hen in his briefcase and an
offending odor greets you with
double k isses on your face and
decides to compliment your choice
in women, claiming your girlfriend
would make an excellent prostitute
in his home country.
Welcome to Sacha Baron Cohen’s
— ot her w ise k now n as Borat
Sagdiyev’s — world of comedy.

His only cost ume is a bushy
mustache and an earnest smile, but
it goes a long way toward taking off
people’s assumed outfits in “Borat:
Cultural Learnings of America for
Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan.”
Some initial jokes seem to be for
shock value, as when Borat is picked
up by an RV helmed by a group of
USC students and proceeds to get
drunk with them. But the satire sets
in naturally, as soon as the people
around Borat get comfortable and
let their insides show.
The sides of America captured

by the reality TV-like method are
more than politically incorrect
observations — nearly all of the
advice the frat boys give Borat
pertains to using women for sex, or
the “hit it and quit it” mentality.
One segment sets him up in
a Texan antique shop, where he
obser ves Confederate bumper
stickers near the entrance, then
follows further inside to unleash
a Three Stooges-esque pratfall of
shattered porcelains.
America hasn’t seen a brand of
comedy so openly inviting of outcry
and reaction since Andy Kaufman.

Anybody who buys into Borat’s
views on the world are obliviously
making themselves part of the joke.
Cohen is willing to improvise his
way into people’s racism too, and
it is at those moments where the
satire reaches its boiling point and
the comedy surpasses all “boy meets
girl” comedies of decades past.
For example, one of the men
helping Borat at a rodeo advises
him to shave his mustache so he can
look less like the Muslims, whom
he openly admits suspecting at all
times of being terrorists. This is
followed by wishing homosexuals

would go straight to the gallows.
Although Cohen is a British Jew,
he is not afraid to play an openly
anti-Semitic character. When others
are in the company of a flagrant
racist, they let their guards down,
and this is where Cohen exposes the
deep-rooted biases of America.
Wit hout spoiling surprising
sentiments of Americans in the
film, it illustrates the long, long way
America has to go to reach cultural
open-mindedness.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

SGTV to tap nighttime vibe
‘The Cock Block’ to include special campus guests, witty student-preformed skits
Andrea Lucas
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A new version of “Guitar Hero” lets players rock together.

‘Guitar Hero’ sequel
builds on early buzz
Jeremy Turnage
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

One of last year’s video
game sleeper hit titles is about
to get a sequel in “Guitar
Hero 2.”
“Guitar Hero 2” is expected
to hit store shelves Tuesday
for PlayStation 2, priced at
$80 a copy and a controller,
or $50 for only the game.
The original game invites
would-be rockers to play
world-famous rock songs such
as Queen’s “Killer Queen,”
Blue Oyster Cult’s “Godzilla”
and Ozzy Osbourne’s “Bark at
the Moon” by using a special
guitar controller.
The main draw for this
sequel is the game’s collection
of new songs to rock out to.

“Heavy metal will get its
due in Guitar Hero 2,” said
Marcus Henderson, one of
the game’s guitarists, in an
interview with GameSpy.
Henderson wasn’t kidding.
The game boasts a track
list that includes such metal
bands and songs such as
Megadeth’s “Hangar 18,”
Motley Crue’s “Shout at the
Devil” and Guns N’ Roses
“Sweet Child O’ Mine.”
“Guitar Hero 2” hopes
to appease those who want
to rock a little harder than
“Guitar Hero.”
RedOctane, the game’s
producer, doesn’t want to only
appease metalheads, as the
track list also includes some
HERO ● 6

Imagine a late-night talk
show that revolves around
USC and recent events, a
show that can make fun of
President Sorensen as well as
an English professor from a
previous semester that had a
great sense of humor.
Students may be getting
tired of the same old shows,
so SGTV is presenting a new
late-night talk show called
“The Cock Block” which
includes a special guest every
week, such as USC

quarterback Syvelle Newton,
and musical guests such as
2006 Battle of the Bands
winner Sunbrewed Soul.
This live show performed
in front of students aims to
be fun, witty and something
that college students can
enjoy.
The show’s now executive
producer Frank Ponce, a
second-year media arts and
political science student,
wanted to see something
“unsafe” on the channel,
and from there “The Cock

Block” was born.
“We wanted something
sat irical, somet hing
t h at c o u ld s p a r k s o me
controversy,” Ponce said.
He enlisted the help of his
friend and former class clown
Drew Curtis, a fourth-year
history student, to host the
show.
“The college setting is
the best place to poke fun
at people and current events
happening around campus so
that everyone feels that they
can relate and be involved
with the show,” Curtis said.
The two students say
that it definitely

raised a few eyebrows at first,
but the idea was cleared by
John Cooper, SGTV station
manager and a third-year
media arts student.
“I t h i n k it w ill be
somet h ing on campus
t h at s t udent s w i l l f i nd
entertaining. Producers are
responsible for the content
of the show, if we green light
the show they know what’s
acceptable and what’s not,
and it’s in their hands now,”
Cooper said.
“The Cock Block” has
multiple correspondents that
can be found around campus
interviewing students on
various topics that will be
discussed on the show.
The show will feat ure
Jessica Myers, a second-year
marketing student; Brandon
Owen, a second-year mass
communications student;
Scott Compton, a first-year
undecided student; and Clark
Gilmer, a fi rst-year fashion
mercha nd isi ng st udent ,
as bot h cor respondent s
and actors in sk its to be
performed in front of the
live audience.
Sk it s w il l be about
prominent figures and events
on campus that most people
would recognize.
“Our f irst commercial
SGTV ● 6
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even raised a few eyebrows,”
Ponce said. “We did a skit
with the Student Body Vice
President Ryan Holt as the
butt of the joke.”
The skit involved practical
jokesters filled Holt’s office
with balloons and filmed his
initial reaction to that joke.
As for the funding for the
show, Ponce and Curtis are
taking the money out of their
own pockets to make the first
couple shows happen.
Their initial objective is to
get the talk show on regular
Columbia stations such as
WIS and WOLO.
Next semester, SGTV and
Carolina Productions will

HERO ● Continued from 5
interesting choices such as
mockumentary band Spinal
Tap’s “Tonight I’m Gonna
Rock You Tonight” and Foo
Fighters’ “Monkey Wrench.”
The theme from “Pulp
Fic t ion ,” “M i s i rlou” b y
Dick Dale, also makes an
appearance.
Perhaps t he most
interesting choice in song
for t he g a me is Ly ny rd
Sk y ny rd’s sout hern rock
classic “Freebird,” a popular
choice among budding air
guitarists.
Twenty-five bonus tracks
have been added to the main
list of 40 songs, rounding out
a 65-song list.
Two s o n g s f r o m t h at
bonus list have surprised
g a mer s: “ Trog dor ” a nd
“Thunderhorse.” “Trogdor”
is a song made famous by
cartoon comedy Web site
homestarrunner.com. The
song, sung by Strong Bad,
is an ode to a terrorizing
dragon f rom t he M iddle
Ages. “Thunderhorse” is a

fund the show with more
episodes, musical acts and
special guests.
Check out “The Cock
Block” and its first live show
Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the law

school auditorium. The first
show will air Thursday at 9
p.m. on SGTV, Channel 4.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Drew Curtis, left, Clark Gilmer, Joel Osmelowski, Jessica
Myers and Brandon Owen act as SGTV correspondents.

song created by the Adult
Swim cartoon metal band
Dethklok.
T h e g a m e ’s f e a t u r e s
have also been expanded.
Mu lt iplayer has seen a n
expansion with the inclusion
of a Co-Op mode that allows
two friends to rock out to the
same song, with one player
playing lead guitar and the
other playing bass or backup
guitar.
A new head-to-head
version of the competition
mode has been added that lets
both players play the same
song to see who can rock the
hardest.
To increase the game’s
playabilit y for some,
RedO c t a ne h a s added a
practice mode, so players
can nail each song’s note
patterns.
T he mo d e w i l l a l lo w
players to pick out certain
portions of the songs to play,
and will also allow the ability
to speed up or slow down
the sections for maximum
practice.
Some USC students are

already fans of the game,
citing its excellent playability
and fun at parties.
“[ T he de veloper s] a re
taking an already great game
and making it stellar,” said
Afotey Quaye, a first-year
computer science student.
Corey Herbst, a fourthyear physics student, enjoys
t he game’s new feat ures,
especially Practice mode.
“The game makes you
feel like a rock star without
having to actually learn how
to play guitar,” Herbst said.
A t M i c r o s o f t ’s X 0 6
C on ference l a st mont h ,
Microsoft announced plans
to release “Guitar Hero 2” for
the Xbox 360 sometime next
year. Xbox 360 players will get
a new model guitar called the
Gibson X-Plorer. Microsoft
also plans to implant the
Marketplace into the game,
meaning RedOctane will be
able to add more features so
players can download them
for a small fee.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Solutions from Friday’s crossword

Welcome to Falling Rock National Park ◆ By Josh Shalek

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

the scene

•

Today
THESE ARMS ARE SNAKES,
MOUTH OF THE ARCHITECT,
YOUNG WIDOWS, THE NORTH
ATLANTIC: New Brookland
Tavern, 122 State St.
6 p.m. $10, all ages

USC

These Arms

EURO MOTO CLUB: Art Bar,
1221 Park St., 8 p.m.
THE PHYSICS OF MEANING,
DES ARK, THE PALE
PYRENEES: The Art Garage,
728 S. Edisto Ave.

Tuesday
SINGER/SONGWRITER NIGHT
WITH MARIAN CARTER,
JUSTIN PETREY, BRIGHTFORD,
OWL FLYS SOLO, STEPHEN
WILKINSON, GREG DUARTE,
BISKITS, PATRICK LEITNER:
New Brookland Tavern
6 p.m. $4, all ages

HOROSCOPES
ARIES You can be very
wealthy. Don’t be afraid.
This is not achieved by luck.
It’s more like taking very
carefully calculated risks.
TAURUS Luckily, you’re
very good at standing
firm. Be gracious but don’t
flinch. You win by being
stubborn. You’re a natural.
GEMINI Staying quiet’s not
easy for you but do it a little
while longer. Be watching for
changes and hidden agendas,
and keep your head down.
CANCER You’re in a good
mood, and that’s helpful.
There will be a few awkward
moments. Something you
thought would go one way is
more likely to go the other.
LEO If you have to choose

between career and family,
choose family. It’s forever.
You can always get another
career but you probably
won’t have to do that.
VIRGO You keep things clean
and organized, which gives
you a nice advantage. You’ll
be able to see an awkward
attempt to cheat, and, of
course, you’ll avoid it.
LIBRA Even if you can afford
to spend too much, don’t
do it. Put all that extra
money in your own savings
account, instead. You’ll
find a good use for it later.
SCORPIO
Negotiations
require
diplomacy,
tact
and a poker face. Luckily,
you have plenty of all those
SAGITTARIUS Don’t take

the time to talk things over,
until the job is done. Count
your winnings later, too.
CAPRICORN The trick is to
give your complete attention
to each person, in turn. This
gets easier with practice.
Taking notes also is helpful,
and makes a good impression.
AQUARIUS As if you hadn’t
noticed by now, you have
some quite stubborn friends.
Some of them can be quite
annoying, too. They’ll lighten
up in a couple of days. Don’t
bother to hold a grudge.
PISCES Resist the temptation
to take off on a wild
goose chase. It could cost
you more than the thing
you’re after is worth. Call
and have it delivered.

A word for the wise
pulchritudinous [puhl-kri-TYOOD-in-uhs] (adj.)— physically
beautiful; comely
Ex: “Though Charlotte was modestly prett y, she was no comparison to her
pulchritudinous younger sister Elizabeth.”
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To place a line classified ad

Line classified ad rates

Additional info

Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options

DEADLINE

Box around ad: $1.25

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Visa, MasterCard and Discover are accepted

E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.dailygamecock.com
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Apartments
1BR Apt avail 1/1/07 2 miles to USC
$625/mo anjaligriffin@yahoo.com
1300 Woodrow - 1BR 1BA hdwd
floors $435/mo. Call 736-8628

Roommates
M/needs/rmmte 2BR/1BA furn. $365.1
blk from USC. discus528@yahoo.com

Housing-Rent
Sub-lease 2BR in 3BR house. LR, Kit.
bar-room,1BA w/d, dw, hdwd floors. 5
min. walk to USC. $400/Mo. Availabe
12/31/06. Call Jeff 914-443-5481.

Help Wanted
Reliable person needed for
Delivery/Customer Service. Afternoon
availability necessary.. For appointment contact Maunz Electronics @
791-5860.
PE Teacher needed by small school on
Trenholm Rd.(12 min. from USC) Position available M or T from 12:30-3:00 .
Good pay and great working environment. Call 782-1831.
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov d 800-965-6520 X 253.

For Sale

Art Teacher needed by small school ion
Trenholm Rd (12 min from USC). Position available M or T from 12:30-3:00.
Good pay and great working environment. Call 782-1831

BEDS PILLOWTOP MATTRESS SETS
New in plastic. KING $350
QUEEN $250. Will Deliver 447-3037

PT CLERICAL HELP - Flex hrs. knowledge of filing-computers. Email
studio1714@aol.com or call 771-0289

Help Wanted
Small boutique handbags & shoes, large
variety of Vera Bradley. Work mornings
and afternoons. Come and apply @
LaBag Lady in Trenholm Plaza.
Local church preschool that is close to
USC is hiring for an afternoon teacher to
work M-F 1-5:30 or T/Th 1-5:30. Applications for substitute teachers are also being accepted. Individuals must have experience as well as having love, patience & energy for children. Individuals
may apply at 3200 Trenholm Rd or
you can call 771-1512 for more information.

Help Wanted
Child Care
Nanny - Starting January PT/FT, flexible hours, call 467-0456

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Living Springs Lutheran Preschool &
ASC Program. PT positions available
2:30-6:00. Call 736-0776 or fax resume
to 865-8252. Located in NE Cola.

After-School Care Providers needed
M-F from 2-5:30 to supervise and assist
a small group of elementary students
with their homework and projects. All
majors are encouraged to apply. Must
be 21 or older and possess a valid driver s license.
We are located at 3401 Trenholm Rd.
(10 min from USC). Please call
254-9848 for more information.

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Servers & Cashiers Needed Harbor Inn Seafood is now hiring. Apply
within. www.harborinnseafood.com
462-3498.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test
Call Birthright - 765-0165

Opportunities

MILANO S
Now hiring servers exp. pref. not req.
Great working environment. 781-2807

EARN $800-$3200/mo to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com

Help Wanted
Runners

CoolCollegeJobs.com
Paid survey
takers
needed in Columbia. 100%
FREE TO JOIN. Click on surveys.

Law Firm in the Vista is seeking couriers. Contact Beth Stoudenmire @
256-4000

Travel

Services
PROOFREADING/EDITING 25 years
exp. very reasonable rates. 791-5055.

Travel with STS to this year s top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.
Visit
www.ststravel.com
or
call
1-800-648-4849. Great group discounts.
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Columbia’s Chuck Tomes moves the puck in a game at the Coliseum earlier this season.

Stingrays outlast Inferno
Cory Burkarth
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Columbia I nferno
played the South Carolina
St i n g r a y s O c t . 24 i n
Charleston, when both teams
combined for 15 goals in a
game the Inferno lost 7-8.
Su nday t he t wo tea ms
met for t he f irst t ime in
Columbia this season, and
did not feature such a strong
offensive performance.
“Both teams tightened up
defensively,” said the Inferno’s
first-year head coach Troy
Mann after his team lost 3-2
in a shootout to the Stingrays.
“I was happy with the effort
tonight; I think we deserved
a little better than what we
got.”
T he St i ng ray s (4 -3- 0)
got on the board first in the
opening period as center
Brendan Bernakevitch took
a pass from left-wing Jeff
Anderson and tucked it into
the right side of the net while
the Inferno’s Todd Ford was
sprawled out in the crease
after block ing the initial
shot.
The Inferno (2-3-3) were
able to tie it up five minutes
later as Owen Fussey scored
his first goal of the season
with 1:26 remaining. Sunday

marked Fussey’s second game
for Columbia this season after
his immigration papers were
approved earlier last week.
For t he f irst t ime t his
season, the Inferno held the
lead in a home game after
Anthony Battaglia passed the
puck to a wide open Chris
Barr who fired a laser that
slid right over goalie Davis
Parley’s shoulder.
That lead was gone 3:11
into the final period when
St ing rays’ defensema n
Danny Grover fed a pass to
center Chris Chaput who
caught Ford away from the
net and tapped the puck into
an empty side.
With the game tied at the
end of regulation, the two
teams played a five-minute
s udden deat h over t i me.
Ford, who turned aside 39
shots kept the Inferno in it
all night, especially in the
overtime session as he made
save after save.
“Ford has been great since
his first start. He’s seeing the
puck well,” said Mann. On
whether Ford will become the
Inferno’s official No. 1 goalie,
Mann said “He definitely
deserves to get a little more
time now.”
Scoring for the Inferno
in the shootout were Fussey

and left-wing Alex Foster.
That wasn’t enough for them
however, as the Stingrays got
3 goals in the shootout. Matt
Reid, Evan Schwabe, and
Peter Szabo were able to beat
Ford in the shootout, leaving
the Inferno winless at home
in three tries.
Par t ing Shot s: I n t he
United Hockey League on
Friday, the Chicago Hounds
were supposed to play their
first home game ever against
the visiting Flint Generals,
however ice problems forced
leag ue president R ichard
Brosal to announce the game’s
cancellation. Fans began to
throw pucks at him... Inferno
right-wing Luke Fulghum was
a scratch and did not dress for
the game... Attendance was
1,851...The Inferno play host
to the Augusta Lynx Tuesday
at the Carolina Coliseum for
a 7 p.m. game.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

the ball. “That’s just bad
football.”
A rkansas’ own back up
QB Casey Dick led t he
Hog s’ of fensive at t ack ,
f i nd i ng w ide receiver
Marc us Mon k for a 50 yard touchdown pass with
0:02 left in the first half.
Monk had a career-high

USC players Stoney Woodson and Fred Bennett tip a
pass into the arms of Marcus Monk for a touchdown.

said he’d been waiting for.
“You always think if you
get one more chance, you
can do it,” Mitchell said.
“I’m one play away from
being back in there.”
Mitchell erupted, leading
the Gamecocks on two 90plus-yard drives resulting in
two touchdowns, including
a 99-yard campaign
consisting of all passes and
no runs.
But af ter crawling
to w it h i n 6 , a M itchel l
i ntercept ion by Da r iu s
Vinnett scrapped a
potent ia l ly g a me -t y i ng
d r i ve — a nd t he Hog s
c he wed t he re st of t he
fourth-quarter clock like a
bucket of slop.
“They dropped back to
the deep zone,” Mitchell
said of the interception. “I
forced one in there.”
M ist a kes hau nted t he
Gamecocks all night.
Late in t he second
quarter, both teams fought
for — a nd juggled — a
blocked USC punt before
linebacker Lanard Stafford
e ve nt u a l l y c or r a l le d it
in t he end zone, g iv ing
Arkansas a safety.
“We gotta quit say ing
we’re unluck y,” Spurrier
said of t he scramble for
HILLYARD ● Continued from 10
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192 receiving yards.
But McFadden lightened
Dick’s load, taking handoffs and sluicing through
USC’s D-line to the tune
o f 219 y a r d s a n d t w o
touchdowns.

especially from Florida and
Clemson. Mitchell gives
you the touch and precision
needed to take advantage
of arguably two of the best
receivers i n t he SEC ( I
think it’s safe to say that
after Saturday night).
The answer is you use
t hem bot h. Make t he
opposing defense prepare
for both. Both players are
capable of t hrowing t he
ball so it is not a situation
in which Newton means
a g u a r a nteed r u n. A nd
with the quick drops that
Mitchell executed so well
S at u rd a y n ig ht , USC ’s

15 of 21 passes for 213 yards
and a pair of touchdowns.
“Blake Mitchell played
as good a half of football,
except for one throw, of any
quarterback I think I’ve ever
had,” Spurrier said. “For
us to beat them he had to
play perfect, but he wasn’t
perfect.”
So where does Spurrier
go f rom here? Ne w ton
gives you the escapability
nece s sa r y to w it h st a nd
tough pass rushes like the
G a me co ck s w i l l see i n
the f inal three contests,

Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

Graeme Fouste / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

much maligned offensive
l i ne (who ac t u a l l y i s
improving) is not put under
as much pressure to hold
their blocks.
L e t ’s f a c e t h e f a c t s .
M itchell, alone, has not
worked. Newton, alone, has
not worked. So why not pull
an old trick out of your hat,
coach?
The best chance for USC
to win the last three games
of their season is to have
both of these very talented
players on the field. A nd
with the Ol’ Ball Coach at
the helm, don’t be surprised
to see it happen.

Volleyball team goes
winless in Mississippi
Traveling weekend
in Magnolia State
proves unsuccessful
Cory Burkarth
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Sout h Carolina
volleyball team took a fl ight
south to Mississippi over
t he weekend to play t wo
conference matches against
Mississippi State and Ole
Miss. The Gamecocks were
looking to win at least one,
if not both of their weekend
matches to keep any chance
of postseason action alive.
T he “M ag nol ia St ate”
wasn’t as friendly to head
coach Nancy Somera and
her G amecock s squad as
they were hoping. Not only
did her team lose both of its
matches to the Bulldogs and
Rebels, but it didn’t win a
single game in either match.
I f t here was one good
t h i ng to come f rom t he
3- 0 loss i n St ark v ille to
M ississippi St ate, it was
yet again because of senior
outside hitter Shonda Cole.
Cole, a native from Kings
Mountain, N.C., broke a
school record for kills in a
single season.
In Friday night’s loss to the
Bulldogs, the Gamecocks’

Belita Salters had 7 k ills
while having an errorless
match. A lexcis Thomson
had 17 assists and 9 digs, and
Dinelia Concepcion’s 14 digs
was a Gamecock best on the
night. Scoring her second
double double of the season
was Petra Lorenzi who had
12 assists and 10 digs.
The Gamecocks lost game
one 24-30, game two 21-30,
and, to complete the sweep,
game three 20-30.
Sunday, the Gamecocks
went to play the Ole Miss
Rebels. It was another sweep
as Ole Miss won all three
games (30-26, 30-21, 30-25).
Cole recorded her seventh
double of the season with
18 kills and 13 digs. Lynae
Vanden Hull and Meredith
Moorhead each had 5 kills.
Lorenzi had 16 assists and
Thomson had 21 in Sunday’s
loss.
T he G a me c o c k s h a ve
five matches left, four home
games and one road game
Nov. 17 in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Against the Crimson Tide.
The Gamecocks will host
Kent uck y and Tennessee
ne x t we e k e nd at ho me .
They’ll face the Wildcats
Friday at 7 p.m. and the Lady
Vols Sunday at 2 p.m.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
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Two-QB
onslaught
would help
Gamecocks
Scrambler, pocket-passer
combo for rest of season
could be perfect solution

Graeme Fouste / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC quarterback Blake Mitchell came into Saturday’s game against Arkansas in Columbia and threw two touchdown passes in one half of play.

BLAKE BATTLES TO BRINK
After Hog-tied first half, Mitchell almost pushes USC to upset victory
Steven Van Haren
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

For a few hard-fought
m o m e nt s , U S C l o o k e d
like the Ghost of Recent
Season Past — quarterback
Blake Mitchell lobbing long
bombs t h rough t he a i r,
wide receiver Sidney Rice

effortlessly turning them
into gold.
But the attack strateg y
of 2005 — unexpectedly
rev ived i n t he second
half Saturday — couldn’t
overcome t wo i n it ial
quarters of shaky offense
a nd A rk a n sa s speedster
Darren McFadden turning

t he defensive line to
shreds.
The No. 12 Razorbacks
(8-1, 5-0) ran to a 26-20 win
at Williams-Brice Stadium
with eyes on the SEC crown
and another bullet added to
a seven-game win streak.
T he G a mecock s (5- 4,
3-4), meanwhile, with two

quarterbacks and two halves
of bipolar football, were left
one score short once again.
“We try, we try, we try,”
USC coach Steve Spurrier
said after the game. “We
just can’t get it back.”
St a r t i ng Ca rol i na QB
Sy velle Newton couldn’t
find room for his usual sure-

fi re scrambling in the fi rst
half, with USC’s offensive
output consisting of t wo
Ryan Succop field goals.
M it c h e l l w a s t o l d a t
h a l f t i m e , w i t h a 26 - 6
Arkansas edge, that he’d be
going in — a chance that he
RECAP ● 9

Spurrier: ‘That’s why we’re losers’
Coach says Carolina
doesn’t have talent
to shake mediocrity
Alex Riley
SPORTS EDITOR

If t here was ever a
rec u r r i ng word when it
come s to t a l k i ng about
Carolina football this season,
the word “close” would be it.
That word got another
r ou nd of u s e S at u r d a y
night as USC fell to No. 12
Arkansas 26-20.
“We lost. We can’t feel
good about coming close all
the time,” cornerback Fred
Bennett said.
The loss, Carolina’s second
in a row, was yet another
example of a season when
the bounces don’t seem to go
their way.
The biggest example of
that came as time expired in
the first half and a Hail Mary
pass to Marcus Monk tipped

off two Gamecock defenders
and landed in Monk’s hands
for a score.
“We’ve got to quit saying
we’re unluck y; we’re just
bad back there,” coach Steve
Spurrier said. “That’s bad
play i ng footba l l. We’re
coaching them so we’re all
bad coaches.”
Bennett, who was
a n nou nced as a n A llAmerican candidate before
the game, was one of the
defenders who didn’t knock
down the pass.
“It was a play t hat
happened,” Bennett said.
“It popped off our safety’s
helmet; it was a play that
unfortunately happened.”
Carolina faced a similar
play last week when a
tipped ball bounced off two
defenders and into the hands
of a Tennessee receiver for a
score.
“The key is us doing what
we’re supposed to do and
being at the right place at
the right time,” defensive
coordinator Tyrone Nix said.
“We’ve got to be smarter. In

that situation right there at
the end of the half, instead of
... going for an interception,
you’ve got to bat the ball

down.”
The Gamecocks’ unlucky
bounces have been a theme
the entire season. USC has

Graeme Fouste / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Steve Spurrier talks after the game Saturday.

faced four top-10 opponents
and lost all four matchups
by a combined 38 points.
Aside from the Georgia loss,
Carolina has three losses to
top-10 opponents (Auburn,
Tennessee, Arkansas) by 20
combined points.
“That’s why we’re losers
around here. We don’t do it
quite right; we don’t do the
little things right,” Spurrier
said. “To win against good
competition, you just can’t
have those kinds of things
we keep doing.”
But for the lack of luck,
Spurrier was quick to point
out that his team didn’t drop
this game, or any game this
season, for a lack of effort.
“I tell you t hose g uys
deserve to walk off the field
a winner, but we’re not quite
as good as we need to be,”
Spurrier said. “A lot of guys
played ver y well. Maybe
they’re just a lot better than
us, and we were fortunate to
get close.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

Saturday night,
quarterback Blake Mitchell
earned back the
Gamecock s’
s t a r t i n g
quarterback
job. For the last
s e ven we ek s ,
Syvelle Newton JONATHAN
h a s b e e n HILLYARD
e a r n i n g t h e Senior Writer
Gamecock s’
s t a r t i n g
quarterback job. The
solution — play them both.
When Carolina’s offense
sputtered the first two games
of the season, it had to be
Mitchell’s fault. It wasn’t the
offensive line, who completely
whiffed on more than one
occasion in the season’s first
two games. It just couldn’t
have been. Never mind the
16 complet ions M itchell
threw in 22 attempts against
Georgia; it’s still all his fault.
Granted, the junior signalcaller didn’t help himself
getting in a bar fight, but to
be honest, USC’s struggles
did not start and end with
Mitchell.
Never t heless, New ton
proved himself to be a
worthy replacement. Sure,
his ball didn’t spiral quite as
pretty as Mitchell’s, and sure,
he doesn’t throw the quick
slant quite like the other guy,
but his legs gave Carolina
the best chance to win. Or
did they? Newton won the
games he was supposed to at
Kentucky and Vanderbilt, but
then again he lost the games
he was supposed to against
Auburn and Tennessee. A
lot of USC’s offense in those
games was Newton making
something out of nothing.
But as pretty as he may have
looked in those games, a loss
is still a loss, as coach Steve
Spurrier would say.
T hen c a me Sat u rday
night. New ton played as
inconsistently in the first
half as he has all season.
Groaning could be heard
f r o m t h e U S C s t u d e nt
section when Mitchell came
in the game for the second
half. For a quarterback who
started a full season under
Spurrier only to be benched
after two games in the second
season, this was the defi ning
moment so far in his career.
And he took the opportunity
and ran with it. He took it
so far that he almost turned
what has become a mediocre
season into one that had a
chance to be prett y darn
good. Almost.
“Blake gave us a
tremendous spark,” receiver
Sidney Rice said. “He helped
us turn it around and get us
in position to win.”
Even more impressive was
Mitchell’s ability to get the
ball to USC’s playmakers
Rice and Kenny McKinley.
In only one half he completed
HILLYARD ● 9
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night. New ton played as
inconsistently in the first
half as he has all season.
Groaning could be heard
f r o m t h e U S C s t u d e nt
section when Mitchell came
in the game for the second
half. For a quarterback who
started a full season under
Spurrier only to be benched
after two games in the second
season, this was the defi ning
moment so far in his career.
And he took the opportunity
and ran with it. He took it
so far that he almost turned
what has become a mediocre
season into one that had a
chance to be prett y darn
good. Almost.
“Blake gave us a
tremendous spark,” receiver
Sidney Rice said. “He helped
us turn it around and get us
in position to win.”
Even more impressive was
Mitchell’s ability to get the
ball to USC’s playmakers
Rice and Kenny McKinley.
In only one half he completed
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Columbia’s Chuck Tomes moves the puck in a game at the Coliseum earlier this season.

Stingrays outlast Inferno
Cory Burkarth
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Columbia I nferno
played the South Carolina
St i n g r a y s O c t . 24 i n
Charleston, when both teams
combined for 15 goals in a
game the Inferno lost 7-8.
Su nday t he t wo tea ms
met for t he f irst t ime in
Columbia this season, and
did not feature such a strong
offensive performance.
“Both teams tightened up
defensively,” said the Inferno’s
first-year head coach Troy
Mann after his team lost 3-2
in a shootout to the Stingrays.
“I was happy with the effort
tonight; I think we deserved
a little better than what we
got.”
T he St i ng ray s (4 -3- 0)
got on the board first in the
opening period as center
Brendan Bernakevitch took
a pass from left-wing Jeff
Anderson and tucked it into
the right side of the net while
the Inferno’s Todd Ford was
sprawled out in the crease
after block ing the initial
shot.
The Inferno (2-3-3) were
able to tie it up five minutes
later as Owen Fussey scored
his first goal of the season
with 1:26 remaining. Sunday

marked Fussey’s second game
for Columbia this season after
his immigration papers were
approved earlier last week.
For t he f irst t ime t his
season, the Inferno held the
lead in a home game after
Anthony Battaglia passed the
puck to a wide open Chris
Barr who fired a laser that
slid right over goalie Davis
Parley’s shoulder.
That lead was gone 3:11
into the final period when
St ing rays’ defensema n
Danny Grover fed a pass to
center Chris Chaput who
caught Ford away from the
net and tapped the puck into
an empty side.
With the game tied at the
end of regulation, the two
teams played a five-minute
s udden deat h over t i me.
Ford, who turned aside 39
shots kept the Inferno in it
all night, especially in the
overtime session as he made
save after save.
“Ford has been great since
his first start. He’s seeing the
puck well,” said Mann. On
whether Ford will become the
Inferno’s official No. 1 goalie,
Mann said “He definitely
deserves to get a little more
time now.”
Scoring for the Inferno
in the shootout were Fussey

Volleyball team goes
winless in Mississippi
Traveling weekend
in Magnolia State
proves unsuccessful
Cory Burkarth
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Sout h Carolina
volleyball team took a fl ight
south to Mississippi over
t he weekend to play t wo
conference matches against
Mississippi State and Ole
Miss. The Gamecocks were
looking to win at least one,
if not both of their weekend
matches to keep any chance
of postseason action alive.
T he “M ag nol ia St ate”
wasn’t as friendly to head
coach Nancy Somera and
her G amecock s squad as
they were hoping. Not only
did her team lose both of its
matches to the Bulldogs and
Rebels, but it didn’t win a
single game in either match.
I f t here was one good
t h i ng to come f rom t he
3- 0 loss i n St ark v ille to
M ississippi St ate, it was
yet again because of senior
outside hitter Shonda Cole.
Cole, a native from Kings
Mountain, N.C., broke a
school record for kills in a
single season.
In Friday night’s loss to the
Bulldogs, the Gamecocks’

Belita Salters had 7 k ills
while having an errorless
match. A lexcis Thomson
had 17 assists and 9 digs, and
Dinelia Concepcion’s 14 digs
was a Gamecock best on the
night. Scoring her second
double double of the season
was Petra Lorenzi who had
12 assists and 10 digs.
The Gamecocks lost game
one 24-30, game two 21-30,
and, to complete the sweep,
game three 20-30.
Sunday, the Gamecocks
went to play the Ole Miss
Rebels. It was another sweep
as Ole Miss won all three
games (30-26, 30-21, 30-25).
Cole recorded her seventh
double of the season with
18 kills and 13 digs. Lynae
Vanden Hull and Meredith
Moorhead each had 5 kills.
Lorenzi had 16 assists and
Thomson had 21 in Sunday’s
loss.
T he G a me c o c k s h a ve
five matches left, four home
games and one road game
Nov. 17 in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Against the Crimson Tide.
The Gamecocks will host
Kent uck y and Tennessee
ne x t we e k e nd at ho me .
They’ll face the Wildcats
Friday at 7 p.m. and the Lady
Vols Sunday at 2 p.m.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

and left-wing Alex Foster.
That wasn’t enough for them
however, as the Stingrays got
3 goals in the shootout. Matt
Reid, Evan Schwabe, and
Peter Szabo were able to beat
Ford in the shootout, leaving
the Inferno winless at home
in three tries.
Par t ing Shot s: I n t he
United Hockey League on
Friday, the Chicago Hounds
were supposed to play their
first home game ever against
the visiting Flint Generals,
however ice problems forced
leag ue president R ichard
Brosal to announce the game’s
cancellation. Fans began to
throw pucks at him... Inferno
right-wing Luke Fulghum was
a scratch and did not dress for
the game... Attendance was
1,851...The Inferno play host
to the Augusta Lynx Tuesday
at the Carolina Coliseum for
a 7 p.m. game.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

said he’d been waiting for.
“You always think if you
get one more chance, you
can do it,” Mitchell said.
“I’m one play away from
being back in there.”
Mitchell erupted, leading
the Gamecocks on two 90plus-yard drives resulting in
two touchdowns, including
a 99-yard campaign
consisting of all passes and
no runs.
But af ter crawling
to w it h i n 6 , a M itchel l
i ntercept ion by Da r iu s
Vinnett scrapped a
potent ia l ly g a me -t y i ng
d r i ve — a nd t he Hog s
c he wed t he re st of t he
fourth-quarter clock like a
bucket of slop.
“They dropped back to
the deep zone,” Mitchell
said of the interception. “I
forced one in there.”
M ist a kes hau nted t he
Gamecocks all night.
Late in t he second
quarter, both teams fought
for — a nd juggled — a
blocked USC punt before
linebacker Lanard Stafford
e ve nt u a l l y c or r a l le d it
in t he end zone, g iv ing
Arkansas a safety.
“We gotta quit say ing
we’re unluck y,” Spurrier
said of t he scramble for
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15 of 21 passes for 213 yards
and a pair of touchdowns.
“Blake Mitchell played
as good a half of football,
except for one throw, of any
quarterback I think I’ve ever
had,” Spurrier said. “For
us to beat them he had to
play perfect, but he wasn’t
perfect.”
So where does Spurrier
go f rom here? Ne w ton
gives you the escapability
nece s sa r y to w it h st a nd
tough pass rushes like the
G a me co ck s w i l l see i n
the f inal three contests,

9
the ball. “That’s just bad
football.”
A rkansas’ own back up
QB Casey Dick led t he
Hog s’ of fensive at t ack ,
f i nd i ng w ide receiver
Marc us Mon k for a 50 yard touchdown pass with
0:02 left in the first half.
Monk had a career-high

192 receiving yards.
But McFadden lightened
Dick’s load, taking handoffs and sluicing through
USC’s D-line to the tune
o f 219 y a r d s a n d t w o
touchdowns.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
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USC players Stoney Woodson and Fred Bennett tip a
pass into the arms of Marcus Monk for a touchdown.
especially from Florida and
Clemson. Mitchell gives
you the touch and precision
needed to take advantage
of arguably two of the best
receivers i n t he SEC ( I
think it’s safe to say that
after Saturday night).
The answer is you use
t hem bot h. Make t he
opposing defense prepare
for both. Both players are
capable of t hrowing t he
ball so it is not a situation
in which Newton means
a g u a r a nteed r u n. A nd
with the quick drops that
Mitchell executed so well
S at u rd a y n ig ht , USC ’s

much maligned offensive
l i ne (who ac t u a l l y i s
improving) is not put under
as much pressure to hold
their blocks.
L e t ’s f a c e t h e f a c t s .
M itchell, alone, has not
worked. Newton, alone, has
not worked. So why not pull
an old trick out of your hat,
coach?
The best chance for USC
to win the last three games
of their season is to have
both of these very talented
players on the field. A nd
with the Ol’ Ball Coach at
the helm, don’t be surprised
to see it happen.

